
 

AUTOMATIC GATE METAL FINISH OPTIONS 

 

What gate finish should we have? That all depends on the type of metal used and finish 

required. Also the environment of the system and any contributing effect upon the finish 

due to its location should be considered. 

 

The life expectancy and seasonal affects upon the finish may have a bearing on what is 

finally recommended. Coastal weathering or local influence may need to be considered 

when agreeing the most suitable finish for the system. 

 

                      
 

The base material has a considerable affect on the type of finish and what should be used. 

‘Left Natural’, ‘Red oxide primed’, ‘Zinc primed’, ‘Hot zinc spray’, ‘Cold or Hot dip 

Galvanized’, primed, top coated or powder coated to name a few. All of which can be 

done on most gates and carry varying values accordingly. 

 

   
 

What are our options? The preparation and finish of any gate is optional and direct 

instruction subject to site need and customer choice maybe catered for.  

 

Red oxide primed is a basic option that is rarely ordered. Zinc primed is ordered when 

customers wish to carry out there own decoration, often used on building sites. Hot dip 

galvanizing has a tendency to distort the metal work and requires more finishing 

treatment than most, subject to colour and finish required. 

 

‘Hot zinc spray’ with undercoat and top coat finish is our first recommendation with ‘Hot 

Dip’ often used at coastal locations and more commercial type installations. 

 



   
 

I have been recommended powder coating. Powder coat finish looks great when new but 

long term maintenance issues arise as the system ages. Most customers order powder coat 

finish, on the understanding that it is a one time solution and that it will last a life time? 

Your garden furniture can prove this theory flawed. In fact all gates get a level of abuse 

and will be damaged, even if not noticed. A crack or split in power coating allows 

moisture to entre and with frost and freeze this gap grows and rusts. The only real way to 

repair or redecorate a powder coated gate is to redo the whole gate, and if one gate leaf is 

decorated the other/s will need doing too. The costs of this can prove to be high on both 

Time and Finance. Even if the gates are never damaged, simple fading or dirt could 

require the gate to be redecorated periodically. 

 

   
 

What is your best recommendation? Hot Zinc spray with good old ‘Hammerite’ or 

similar takes a lot of beating and it can be repaired or maintained with less costs and 

burdens. Even zinc primed with ‘Hammerite or similar is a cheaper good alternative. 

 

  
 

Every day people have to decide on the look they want to live with! 
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